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Use your phone to the elevator, it is mandatory by law for many years, to contact the service elevator
maintenance. These locking mechanisms remain active even when there is a power failure. Do not rush at the
last minute and wait for the elevator again start up and stop down, before leaving. Claustrophobia, a very
common fear It is perhaps the most common factor "burden" related to the elevators and may you ever felt.
Going Up? But many people feel at least a slight nervousness when contemplating a long elevator ride. Do not
force the gates, as the opening mechanism could be damaged and the damage could worsen. Claustrophobia is
defined as the fear of enclosed spaces. On a simple level, descending in an elevator dream metaphorically
symbolizes something that brings us down. Trapped in an Elevator For some of us, being trapped is our top
fear and dreams of being trapped in an elevator can be perfect expressions of that fear. But to hang out, do not
use their mobile phones: they are not interested in spending the battery games, applications or calls which, at
the time, are not essential. Do not be afraid to fall: is secured. According to the Elevator Escalator Safety
Foundation, over billion passengers use elevators in the U. Is the symbol emotional, physical, or mental?
Before analyzing the direction in which a dream elevator is traveling or even if it is functioning properly, it is
helpful to pay attention to the place in which the dream elevator is located. So let's hop on the elevator and
take a ride into its symbolism to help sort out its meaning in your dream. An operator will assist with priority
over any other routine emergency. Rising above your life circumstances. The metal, cold and hermetic
aesthetic aspect of elevators invites us to think that the air is limited and will sell out quickly. A perfect
combination to make you feel uneasy in elevators. Remembering that our feelings are not necessarily reality
helps us confront that which is unpleasant in our lives without assigning it more meaning than it actually has.
The first: keep calm Do not lose your temper.


